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Moreover, GMRES-RP is the most efficient, and CGS-RP is the least
efficient.
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Abstract—In this communication, a circularly polarized (CP) antenna is
proposed for satellite communication applications. The proposed antenna
consists of two parts. One part is in-phase-fed folded monopoles with
omnidirectional CP radiation pattern, and the other part is sequential-fed
L-shaped monopoles with broadside CP radiation pattern. By combining
the two parts as a pattern diversity antenna, upper hemispherical coverage
with left-handed circular polarization (LHCP) is achieved in a small
( is the free-space wavelength).
volume of
A prototype of the proposed antenna operating at 1.575 GHz has been
built and tested. The measured overlapping bandwidth for both the two
patterns with 10-dB impedance bandwidth and 3-dB axial-ratio (AR) is
6.7% (1.515–1.62 GHz), also with high port isolation. In addition, the AR
and gain coverage over the upper hemisphere is discussed in detail.

Index Terms—Circular polarization, hemispherical coverage, pattern diversity antenna, satellite communications.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid progress in wireless technology, numerous antennas
have been proposed for satellite communication and navigation applications. In these satellite systems, polarization and spatial coverage are
of significant importance for effective data communication [1]. Circularly polarized (CP) antenna is widely used in satellite communication
because it can provide a stable link between the transmitting and receiving antennas regardless of polarization misalignment [2]. Hemispherical coverage is preferred because tracking satellite is not needed
[3]. Quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA) is a typical solution that meets CP
wave and wide spatial coverage requirements and many QHA designs
have been proposed [4]–[7]. However, low elevation angle coverage is
satisfied at the cost of high profile and the bandwidth of QHA is typical
narrow.
Pattern diversity antenna is known for mitigating multi-path fading.
Owing to its low profile, complementary patterns and flexible configuration, pattern diversity antenna with broadside and omnidirectional
patterns also opens up some interesting possibilities in satellite communication applications. The combination of both patterns may provide full dynamic spatial coverage over the entire upper hemisphere.
Various types of pattern diversity antennas have been designed with
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TABLE I
DETAILED DIMENSIONS (UNIT: mm)

Fig. 2. Complex magnitude distribution of surface current on the four folded
metallic strips at 1.575 GHz.

Fig. 1. Geometry and dimensions of the proposed diversity antenna (a) 3D
view; (b) side view; (c) upper substrate; (d) lower substrate.

broadside and omnidirectional modes [8]–[13]. However, the polarization of antennas mentioned above is only linear polarization or the combination of linear polarization and circular polarization. In [14], a full
CP diversity DRA is investigated for the first time. The CP pattern diversity DRA provides omnidirectional and broadside radiation patterns
at 2.4 GHz. However, the profile is relatively high (about 0.17 ), the
weight is bulky, and the gain and axial ratio (AR) over the entire upper
hemisphere are not well discussed.
The purpose of this communication is to propose a wideband and
low-profile alternative of QHA for satellite communication applications. Hemispherical coverage is achieved by switching between
the omnidirectional and broadside patterns of the proposed diversity
antenna. Omnidirectional CP coverage is obtained by arranging four
folded metallic strips rotationally symmetric along z-axis, which are
fed by the same signal. Broadside CP coverage is obtained by feeding
four rotationally symmetric, L-shaped monopoles with equal amplitude and incremental 90 phase delay. Compared with the design in
[14], the size and weight of the proposed antenna design are reduced.
Besides, dynamic spatial coverage is achieved over the entire upper
hemisphere with AR 3 dB.
II. ANTENNA DESIGN
A. Antenna Geometry
Fig. 1 shows the geometry of the proposed diversity antenna. The antenna consists of three parts: the upper FR4 (
,
)
substrate, the lower FR4 substrate, and the air gap between them. Both
and the
of the two substrates have the same thickness
. The thickness of the air gap is H. On the top layer
same size of
of the upper substrate, four folded metallic strips are arranged in rotational symmetry and joined together at the centre. On the bottom layer
of the lower substrate, four rotationally symmetrical metallic strips are
connected to the corresponding metallic strips on the top layer of the

upper substrate via four metallic cylinders. Another metallic cylinder
is placed at the centre along z-axis, which is used to feed the folded
metallic strips. On the top layer of the lower substrate, a compact sequential-fed network, which was originally proposed in [15], is designed to provide four signals with equal amplitude and incremental
90 phase delay. Four rotationally symmetrical L-shaped monopoles
are connected to the corresponding feeding ports. The ground plane is
.
on the bottom layer of the lower substrate, and the size is
The dimensions of the proposed diversity antenna are optimized by
High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) and the detailed values of
each parameters are listed in Table I.
B. Operating Mechanism
The principle of omnidirectional circular polarization is analyzed
first. Fig. 2 shows the complex magnitude distribution of surface current on four arms of the folded metallic strips. The cylinders are replaced by metallic strips for simplicity. It is shown that each of the
four arms can be divided into segment 1 and segment 2 by the current
null. The lengths of the two segments are about quarter-wavelength
and half-wavelength, respectively. As segment 1 is near and above the
ground plane, poor power will be radiated. The main radiators are the
four segments 2. In [16], a pair of 45 tilted and orthogonally crossed
dipole antennas is presented. CP wave can be generated in both directions on the array axis if the element space is quarter-wavelength. A
further design is analyzed in [17], where a broadband omnidirectional
CP pattern is achieved by loading four parasitic conducting strips on
the sidewalls. In our design, the four segments 2 can be viewed as four
tilt and crossed elements. As the four elements are rotationally placed
and central-fed, the amplitudes and phases of the current on the four
elements are identical. The space phase difference between elements
can be obtained when observed in the horizontal orientation. Thus, by
properly tuning the vertical and horizontal lengths of the four folded
elements (which determine the amplitudes of the vertical and horizontal electric fields), and the elements spacing (which determines the
space phase difference), Left-handed circular polarization (LHCP) can
be generated in the horizontal plane.
Broadside circular polarization can be realized in various methods,
such as using patch and ring. In this communication, the structure in
[18] is adopted. The central sequential-fed network has a compact size
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Fig. 3. Current distribution on four L-shaped monopoles at 1.575 GHz with
different phases (a) 0 ; (b) 90 .

of about
and can provide four signals with equal amplitude and phases of 0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 in a wide bandwidth. Fig. 3
shows the surface current distribution on four L-shaped monopoles
, current is mainly concentrated
with different phases. At moment
on the surface of the two vertical monopoles with equal amplitude and
.A
phase difference of 180 . Fig. 3(b) shows the moment
similar current distribution with equal amplitude and phase difference
of 180 can be found on the surface of the two horizontal monopoles.
Thus, broadside LHCP is generated.

Fig. 4. Simulated AR distribution at 1.575 GHz. (a) Omnidirectional pattern;
(b) broadside pattern.

C. Circularly Polarized Hemispherical Coverage
The ARs of omnidirectional and broadside modes for the upper
hemisphere at 1.575 GHz are plotted in Fig. 4. It can be observed
in Fig. 4(a) that the AR is less than 3 dB in the angle range of
for omnidirectional pattern. Fig. 4(b) shows that the
to
for broadside
3-dB AR criterion is satisfied from
is used as the criterion of switching between omnipattern. If
directional pattern and broadside pattern, LHCP can be achieved over
3 dB. Fig. 5 shows the simulated
the entire hemisphere with AR
LHCP gain distribution of both modes for the upper hemisphere at
1.575 GHz. It is shown in Fig. 5(a) that the LHCP gain is higher than
1 dBic in
for omnidirectional pattern. Fig. 5(b)
for
shows that the LHCP gain is higher than 0 dBic in
, the LHCP gain
broadside pattern. Based on the criterion of
is higher than 1 dBic over the entire upper hemisphere, also with
gain variation less than 4 dB.
D. Steps to Integrate the Proposed Antenna
The process of designing is summarized in this part to tune the diversity antenna and rescale to different frequency. As the proposed structure is an integration of two antennas, the steps of integration are listed
separately.
Firstly, the design process of the omnidirectional pattern antenna element is given:
• Arrange four 0.75-wavelength strips in rotational symmetry and
join them together at the centre for central excitation;
• Set the length proportion of segment 1 and 2 about 1:2;
• Tune the vertical and horizontal parts of the folded strips to optimize the amplitudes of the vertical and horizontal electric fields;
• Tune and the size of the ground plane to optimize the space
phase difference between the four elements.
Then, the design process of the broadside pattern antenna element is
given:
• Design a sequential-fed network to provide four ports with equal
amplitude and incremental 90 phase delay;
• Connect four 0.25-wavelength L-shaped monopoles to the corresponding ports of the feeding network;

Fig. 5. Simulated LHCP gain distribution at 1.575 GHz. (a) Omnidirectional
pattern; (b) broadside pattern.

• Tune the length proportion of the L-shaped monopoles’ two arms
to get good AR at the broadside direction.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A prototype of the proposed antenna is fabricated and measured.
Fig. 6 shows the assembled antenna. Five metallic cylinders are not
only used to fix the two layers of substrates but also serve as conducting strips. In practical application, the cylinders can be replaced
by metallic screws to support the two substrates firmly. Fig. 7 shows
the measured S parameters, which agree well with the simulated results. The measured 10-dB impedance bandwidth of port 1 is 7.6%
(1.5–1.62 GHz), corresponding to 1.575 GHz. The measured 10-dB
impedance bandwidth of port 2 is 18.1% (1.445–1.73 GHz). Thus, the
overlapping 10-dB impedance bandwidth for both ports is 7.6% and
is limited by port 1. The measured mutual coupling between ports 1
and 2 is lower than 26 dB in the overlapping bandwidth.
Fig. 8 shows the simulated and measured ARs of ports 1 and 2. The
AR values for the curves of port 1 (omnidirectional pattern) are the
plane. It can be observed that
average values of ARs at
the measured AR of port 1 is less than 3 dB in the whole 10-dB
impedance bandwidth of port 1. The measured 3-dB AR bandwidth
of port 2 (broadside pattern) is 10.2% (1.515–1.675 GHz), which is
also within the 10-dB impedance bandwidth of port 2. Based on an
overall consideration of the results in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the measured
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Fig. 6. Photograph of the fabricated pattern diversity antenna.

Fig. 9. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns at 1.575 GHz.
(a) Omnidirectional pattern; (b) broadside pattern.

Fig. 7. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the CP pattern antenna.

Fig. 10. Measured realized gains and efficiencies.

Fig. 8. Simulated and measured ARs of the CP pattern antenna.

overlapping bandwidth for both ports with a criterion of reflection co10 dB and AR 3 dB is 6.7% (1.515–1.62 GHz), which
efficient
covers the L1 frequency band of GPS, GLONASS and GALILEO.
The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of both
modes at 1.575 GHz are shown in Fig. 9, and good agreements between
them are observed. Fig. 9(a) shows that the radiation pattern of port 1 is
omnidirectional, which has a ‘ ’ shaped in the xz-plane and uniform
gain distribution in the xy-plane. The measured LHCP (co-polarizaplane is 17 dB higher than the RHCP (cross-potion) gain at
larization) gain. Fig. 9(b) shows that the radiation pattern of port 2 is
broadside. It is preferable to introduce lossy absorber material in the

region below the lower layer to reduce back lobe in practical applications. The measured gains and efficiencies of both ports are shown in
,
Fig. 10. It is shown that the measured peak gains of port 1 (
) and port 2 (
) are about 1.3 dBic and 2.7 dBic, respectively. The efficiencies of ports 1 and 2 are higher than 77% across the
usable band.
Fig. 11 shows the measured AR distributions of broadside and omnidirectional patterns for upper hemisphere at 1.575 GHz. The measurement method of AR is based on [19], which only needs three components. That is, the maximum magnitudes of the x and y components and
phase difference between the two electric components. This method
. However, this error is acceptable.
will lead AR variation at
If the criterion of switching between the two patterns is defined as
, 3-dB AR coverage is fully satisfied in
for omnidirectional mode and mainly satisfied in
for
broadside mode. Fig. 12 shows the measured LHCP gain distribution.
, LHCP gain varies from 1 dBic to
Based on the criterion of
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Fig. 11. Measured AR distribution at 1.575 GHz. (a) Omnidirectional pattern;
(b) broadside pattern.

Fig. 12. Measured LHCP gain distribution at 1.575 GHz. (a) Omnidirectional
pattern; (b) broadside pattern.

2 dBic for omnidirectional mode and varies from 0 dBic to 3 dBic for
broadside mode.

IV. CONCLUSION
A compact CP pattern diversity antenna is presented in this communication for upper hemispherical coverage. Two collocated antenna
elements, one radiating a CP omnidirectional pattern and the other
radiating a CP broadside pattern, are integrated in a small volume
. Hemispherical coverage is achieved
of
by switching between the two patterns. Acceptable AR (less than
3 dB) and LHCP gain (higher than 1 dBic) are achieved over the
entire upper hemisphere. The measured overlapping frequency range
of 10-dB impedance bandwidth and 3-dB AR bandwidth for both
modes is from 1.515 to 1.62 GHz (6.7%) also with high isolation.
Therefore, the proposed diversity antenna present a wideband and low
profile alternative of QHA.
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